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Abstract 

Certain classes of algebraic curves and surfaces admit both 
parametric and implicit representations. Such dual forms are 
highly useful in geometric modeling since they combine the 
strengths of the two representations. We consider the problem 
of computing the rational parameterization of an implicit curve 
or surface in a finite precision domain. Known algorithms for 
this problem are based on classical algebraic geometry, and 
assume exact arithmetic involving algebraic numbers. In this 
work, we investigate the behaviour of published parametriza
tion algorithms in a finite precision domain and derive succint 
algebraic and geometric error characterizations. We then in
dicate numerically robust methods for parameterizing curves 
and surfaces which yield no error in extended finite precision 
arithmetic and alternatively, minimize the output error under 
fixed finite precision calculations. 

Keywords: curves and surfaces, geometric modeling, nu
merical methods, computational algebraic geometry. 

Introduction 

Algebraic curves and surfaces are the most common represen
tations for curved objects in geometric modeling. Algebraics 
satisfy polyrwmial equations, usually with rational coefficients. 
A rational algebraic curve or surface is one whose points can 
be represented as rational functions in some parameters. 

Each form has certain benefits and drawbacks . The parametric 
form is better for rapid display and interactive control; the 
implicit form defines a half-space naturally and is suited for 
modeling. The class of all algebraics is also much larger than 
the class of rational algebraics. Dual forms can have the best 
of both worlds . 

Mathematical techniques from algebraic geometry have re
cently been applied to the problem of converting between the 
two forms . While implicitizing a parametric curve or surface 
is always possible, the converse (rational parameterization) is 
not always possible. That is, all algebraics are not rational. 

However, important classes of curves and surfaces are rational 
and algorithms for their rational parameterization based on al
gebraic geometry have been given in [1],[2],[3], [4],[18], and 
some will be analyzed here. There is also a numerical method 
due to J acobi which works by iteratively converting a conic or 
quadric to standard form (see [11]). 

Functionally, rational parameterization takes one implicit equa
tion in n variables, and for each implicit variable returns a 
rational function in n - 1 parameters . Since the rational func 
tions have a common denominator, the output can be viewed 
as consisting of n + 1 polynomials. 

While the input implicit equation is assumed to have ratio
nal coefficients, the output polynomials may require algebraic 
number coefficients, which are (informally speaking) roots of 
polynomials, such as .J2. The algorithms based on algebraic 
geometry assume exact computations. While techniques exist 
for manipulating algebraic numbers exactly, they are expen
sive. In this work, we consider parameterization algorithms in 
a finite precision domain. 

This paper is organized as follows . We choose a finite pre
cision numerical domain and explain our general approach to 
rederiving a parameterization algorithm to work in this domain. 
First, we analyze algorithms for conics and quadrics, and then 
analyze an algorithm for singular cubic curves. The error in 
each algorithm is described algebraically. We then use the al
gebraic error analysis to derive simple geometric error bounds 
for conics and quadrics. Finally, we consider singular cubic 
parameterization from another standpoint, showing that they 
can in fact be parameterized exactly using only rational arith
metic. Finally, we conclude by briefly discussing extensions 
of this approach, e.g. to cubic surfaces. 

Approach and Numerical Model 

To examine this problem when exact arithmetic is not allowed, 
we focus on the use of algebraic numbers. We stop short of 
allowing floating -point arithmetic; instead, the algorithms will 
use rational arithmetic throughout. Algebraic numbers will be 
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approximated by rationals. This allows us, as a first study, to 

isolate the effects of the error caused by rational approximations 
to algebraic numbers. 

Recall that parameterization algorithms take a polynomial with 
rational coefficients as input, and output several polynomials. 

The algorithms can be restructured so that each coefficient of an 
output polynomial is given as aformula in the (symbolic) input 

coefficients, and some additional symbols. Every algebraic 

number required by the parameterization will be represented 

by one symbol in the formulas. 

If the algebraic numbers themselves are substituted for their 

symbols into the output formula, the output will be exact. 

However, we only allow rational approximations to algebraic 

numbers. Substituting these numbers will yield only an approx

imate output. This output will converge to the exact one as the 

rational approximations converge to the algebraic numbers. 

Thus, given a certain precision to which algebraic numbers 
are to be rationally approximated, and a bound on the size 

of the rational input coefficients, one can calculate from the 

formulas a bound on the rational output coefficients, and hence 
finally a bound on the precision required to carry out the entire 

calculation, if fixed finite precision is desired. 

Our approach to restructuring the algorithms consists of exam

ining them step by step, and eliminating from each step every 

subexpression that must vanish if exact arithmetic was used. 

As it turns out, there are two benefits of this approach: it is 
often possible to carry through the computation so that the out

put is expressed as a formula in the input, and error formulas 

are easily derived. While this method seems to work very well 

for parameterization algorithms, its applicability in other set

tings is likely to be limited, where repealed computations with 
algebraic numbers may be required. 

Conic Parameterization 

We restructure the algorithm in [1] for conic parameterization. 

The algorithm is given for conics in homogeneous form; this 
allows the use of both projective and affine transformations. 

The algorithm is then analyzed for the error in its output when 
approximations are used for algebraic numbers. 

Given the equation of a conic plane curve, parameter functions 
for the curve are derived. The parameter functions are given 
as closed form formulas in the parameter t, the coefficients of 

the curve, and the coordinates of a point on the curve. 

INPUT. An irreducible conic curve given by f(x,y) = a20y2+ 
auxy + a02x2 + alOY + aOlx + aoo = O. 

OUTPUT. Rational functions (x(t), y(t)) of degree at most 
two, such that f(x(t) , y(t)) = O. 

ALGORITHM. 

1. Homogenize the conic. This yields the homogeneousequa

tion F(X, Y, W) = a20y2 + auXY + a02X2 + alOYW + 
aOlXW + aooW2 = O. If the X 2, y2 or W 2 term is missing 

from the conic's equation, then it will be linear in the cor

responding variable, and can be immediately parameterized. 
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Compute quadratic polynomials X(t) , Y(t) and W(t) such 
that F(X, Y, W) = 0, and go to step 4. 

2. If all squared terms are present, apply a linear transformation 

to cancel one of these terms. 

3. Parameterize the transformed conic, and apply the inverse 
transformation to the parameterization; yielding three quadratic 
polynomialsX(t) , Y(t) and W(t) such that F(X, Y, W) = O. 
4. The parameterization for the affine conic is then given by 

x(t) = X(t)/W(t) , y(t) = Y(t)/W(t). 
TRANSFORMATIONS. If all three squared terms are present, 

then anyone of the following three transformations may be 
used in step 2 of the conic parameterization algorithm. The 

transformations to cancel X2 and y2 are more general than 

that for W 2. Hence we explain the X2 case in most detail (the 
y2 case is similar and omitted). 

• To cancel the X2 term, use the transformation 

x = bXl 

Y cXl + Yi (1) 
W = dX l + W l 

where (b, c, d) are the homogeneous coordinates of some point 
on the curve. For the transformation to be well-defined, b must 

be non-zero. Then, if d f= 0, the transformation is affine; other
wise it is projective. Since proportional projective coordinates 
represent the same point, we make the restriction d = 0 or 

d = 1. If d = 0, then we should also make a restriction b = 1 

or c = 1; since b f= 0 is required for the transformation to be 

well-defined, we will restrict b = 1 in this case. 

Transforming F yields a new conic curve with implicit equation 

Fl(Xl,Yi,WI) = F(bXl ,CXl + Yi , dXl + W l) 

F(b, c, d)Xr + F2(Xl , Yi, WI) 

Since the subexpression F(b , c, d)Xr must vanish, we only 

need to parameterize 

(alod + 2a20c + all b)Xl Yi + 
(2aood + alOC + aOlb)Xl Wl + 
a20Y;,z + aloYi W l + aooW~ = 0 

The curve F2 = 0 passes exactly through the point (1 , 0, 0) 
and can be parameterized by intersecting it with the pencil of 

lines Yi = tWl which pass through this point, yielding 

Xl(t) = a20t2 + alOt + a()() 
Yi (t) -(alOd + aub + 2a20c)t2-

(2aood + aOl b + alOc)t (2) 
Wl(t) = -(alod + aub + 2a20c) t-

(2aood + aOl b + alOe) 

This symbolic parameterization for F2 is independent of the 

specific values for b, e and d, i.e., it is always exact, since only 
rational operations in the coefficients of F2 are used. 

Since F(b, e, d) = 0, Fl(Xl ' Yi, W l) = F2(Xl' Yj, WI), and 
hence the parameterization (2) also applies to Fl • Applying 
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the inverse linear transfonnation to this parameterization im
mediately yields a fonnula for the original conic: 

X (t) = b( alOt2 + alOt + aoo) 
Y(t) = -(alOd + allb + alOc)t2-

(2aood + aOl b)t + aooc (3) 
W(t) = alOdt2 - (all b + 2alOc )t-

(aood + aOlb + alOc) 

• The transfonnation cancelling the W2 tenn is always affine 
(i.e. d = 1); it is the translation taking the point (b, c, 1) to the 
affine origin (0, 0,1). The parameterization fonnulas derived 
are 

X(t) = -(alOd + alOC + allb)t2-
(aOld + 2a02b)t + a02C 

Y(t) alObt2 - (alOd + 2alOc)t + (aOld+ (4) 
allc + a02b) 

W(t) = d(alOt2 + allt + a02) 

Backward Error Analysis: Conics 

The only computation in the algorithm given above is to derive 
the coordinates of a point on the input conic curve. Once these 
coordinates are found, the parameterization is given as a closed 
fonn fonnula in terms of those numbers and the coefficients of 
the input curve. The output parameter functions x(t) and y( t) 
are formulas in algebraic numbers band c (d is always either 
o or 1). satisfying f(x(t), y(t)) = O. When approximations b 
and c are used for band c. the algorithm will output approximate 
parameter functions x( t) and y( t) such that f( x( t ), y( t)) =I- O. 
These parameter functions also correspond to some algebraic 
curve. We would like to find the implicit equation of this new 
curve and compare it to the original input curve. This is the 
approach of backward error analysis. 

LEMMA. Let the first transfonnation above be used in com
puting the parameterization. Then the output parametric curve 
exactly satisfies the perturbed implicit equation i( x , y) = 
a2oY2 + auxy + (a02 - 8)x2 + alOY + aOlx + aoo = O. where 
the value 8 is given by 

if d = 1 

if d =O 

PROOF. The analysis begins by computing the value of the 
expression f( x( t) , y(t) ). This value must vanish when exact 
arithmetic is used. since every point on the output (paramet
ric) curve must be on the input (implicit) curve. However. 
in the presence of numerical approximations. it will be non
zero. and can be found symbolically. It depends on which 
transfonnations above was used. In the following. we use the 
relationship f (X/W, Y/W) = F (X , Y, W )/W2. We now 
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compute f (x(t) , y(t)) directly: 

The key is that F2(X1(t ), l!(t) , W1(t)) = 0 even when ap
proximations are used. 

Thus each point on the output curve evidently satisfies the 

equation f(x , y) - (F(b, c, d)/b2)x2 = O. Since F(b , c, 1) = 
f (b, c) and F(l , c, 0) = alOC2+ all c+ a02. the lemma follows. 
o 
Similarly. one can show that if the second transfonnation is 
used. the approximate output parameterization satisfies the 
equation f(x , y) - 8y2 = 0 with 8 = f(b, c)/c2• for d = 1. 

and 8 = alO + allb + a02b2 for d = O. 
Finally. if the third transfonnation was used. then the output 
parametric curve satisfies the implicit equation f(x, y) - 8 = O. 
where 8 = f(b , c). 
Thus the effect of approximating (b , c) by rationals is an output 
parametric curve that corresponds to the input implicit curve. 
perturbed in precisely one of the coefficients a02 , alO , aoo. de
pending on the transfonnation used. 

We note that the above discussion remains valid under scaling 
of the input equation by a constant. 

Geometric Error Bounds: Conics 

The algebraic error analysis tells us the implicit equation of 
the approximate output curve; it is natural to investigate the re
lationship between the input (exact) and output (approximate) 
curves. For conics and quadrics. we can derive geometric error 
bounds in tenns of the magnitude of the coefficient perturba
tion. 

In [10]. general bounds are given for local geometric perturba
tions at a point on a curve due to random perturbations in the 
coefficients of its equation. However. the perturbations that 
appear as a result of approximations in the parameterization 
process have a definite structure. which we exploit to derive 
global geometric error bounds . 

We investigate the geometric effects of perturbing a single 
coefficient in the equation of a conic curve. The perturbations 
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Figure 1: Conics Perturbed in the Higher Order Coefficients 

yield an entire family of conics. In particular, the effect of 
perturbing the constant coefficient is investigated. 
It will be shown that perturbing the constant coefficient gives 
rise to a conic similar to the original conic. We then bound 
the maximum orthogonal distance between the original and 
perturbed conic. 
We first list some relevant facts about conics, from [19] and 
[16). Consider the affine quadratic equation of a conic curve 
C, in the form 

F(x, y) = ax
2 + bl + 2hxy + 2gx + 2fy + c = 0 

The discriminant of C is 

a h 9 
~ = h b f = abc + 2f gh - af2 - bl- ch2 

9 f c 

The following facts about conics are known: 
1. C degenerates to a pair of lines when ~ = 0 
2. C is a parabola when ab - h2 = 0, an ellipse when ab - h2 < 
0, and a hyperbola when ab - h2 > O. 

3. When C is not a parabola, its center is given by 
(

hf-bq qh-a,) 
~,~. 

4. The axes of the conic are given by the equation h (x 2 -l) -
(a-b) x y=O. 

5. The conic can be translated to have its center at the origin, 
and axes rotated to the principal axes . In this coordinate system 
its equation is 

2 2 2~ 
F(x,y)=(a+b+R)x +(a+b-R)y +ab_h2 =0 

where R2 = (a - b? + 4h2. It is clear that perturbing the 
constant term c in the equation of a conic will produce a new 
conic of the same type that is concentric and coaxial with the 
original (see also [7]). Perturbing the coefficients of x 2 or y2, 

on the other hand, can change all these quantities: Figure 1 
shows a family of conics perturbed only in the coefficient of 
x 2

; they vary in type, center, and axis. We will therefore only 
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consider the third transformation of the conic algorithm, which 
only perturbs the constant coefficient. 
Even when only the constant coefficient is perturbed, the conic 
could still degenerate into a pair of lines . A large enough 
perturbation could turn a hyperbola into one that is concentric 
and coaxial to the original, but with transverse and conjugate 
axes reversed. Hence, an upper bound must be imposed on the 
perturbation. Since the constant coefficient c appears linearly 
in the discriminant~, so will the perturbed coefficient c + 5, 
and hence one can immediately bound 161 to avoid this case. 
If this bound is very small the conic will already be close to 
degenerate. 
For perturbations smaller than this bound, then, we wish to ge
ometrically describe the error. Define the (arthogonal) distance 

from a point p on one conic to the other conic as the shortest 
distance along the normal vector at p to the other conic. Then 
the maximum orthogonal distance from a point on one conic to 
the other will occur at one of the extreme points of the conic 
along its semi-axes, if ellipse, or transverse axis, if hyperbola. 
Now suppose one is given two conics C, C, where the second 
conic is derived by perturbing the constant coefficient in the 
equation of the first (if C is a parabola, some slight modifi
cations will apply to the arguments below). Then they will 
be concentric and coaxial, and we can consider their equa
tions in a coordinate system where their center is at the origin 
and their axes are aligned with the primary axes. In this co
ordinate system their equations will take the form f(x , y) = 
Ax2 + By2 + Cl = 0 and /(x, y) = A X2 + By2 + C2 = O. 

Let d"" d", be the distances along the x-axis from the origin 
(which is the center) to C, t respectively. Likewise, let dy , dy 

be the distances along the y-axis. That is, d", an dy are simply 
the lengths of the semi-axes of the conic (in the case of a hyper
bola, only one of these distances is finite). Then d", = d", + p", 

and dy = dy + py. One of p", and py will be the maximum 
orthogonal distance between the two curves. We can solve 
directly for p", andpy, the maximum and minimum geometric 
error. 
To solve for p"" put y = 0 in the curve equations. Then 

d~ = -Sf and d;, = -~ . Hence d;, - d~ = (d", + p",? -
d2 C l- C l S 2 + 2d C l- C l d ' 0 '" = A . 0 p", ",p", = A ,an since p", = 

d Id2 ( C l- C l) when Cl - C2 = 0, we find that p", = - :r: + V '" + A . 

Revert to the original coordinate system, where the conics have 

equations ax2 + by2 + 2hxy + 2gx + 2fy + Cl = 0, ax2 + 

by2 + 2hxy + 2gx + 2fy + C2 = 0; then, by the coordinate 
transformations of the previous section, and some algebra, Cl -

C2 = 2( Cl - C2). Using the definitions for A and B, and R as 
given in previously, and putting 6 = Cl - C2 , we find that 

p", = - d", + J di + (a + ~ + R) 5 

Now suppose it is desired that Ip", 1 < [ for some ( > 0, and 
we wish to bound 151. To have Ip", 1 < [, it is necessary that 
p", < [ and p", > -(. For reasons that will soon be clear, we 
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will require f < d",. Considering each case separately, 

1. px < f implies that ( -d", + Vdi + (~) 8) < (. 

2. px > -f implies ( -dx + V di + (a+;+R) 8) > -(. 
After considering both possibilities for the sign of a + b + R, 
the requirements above may be satisfied by taking 

181 < f(2d", + f) I(a + b + R)/21 

181 < f(2d", - f) I(a + b + R)/21 

for cases (1) and (2) respectively. 
Finally, recalling that f < dx , choices (1) and (2) can be 
simultaneously satisfied by choosing 

This is the only simplification made in the calculation, and at 
most a factor of two of accuracy (one bit) is lost. 
The error along the y axis is bounded in an identical way. The 
quantities d", and dy are independent of any scaling of the 
coefficients of the original conic by a constant, but the scale 
factor will be linearly present in the quantities a + b + R and 
a + b - R. Hence, if 8 is defined as in the backward error 
analysis for conics, these bounds correct for the scale factor 
automatically. Keeping this in mind, it suffices to compute 8 
such that 

181 < f. min(dx ·Ia + b + RI. dy . la + b - RI) 
2 

Quadrics 

The results for conics generalize directly to quadrics. It is 
possible to derive explicit formulas of degree two for the 
parameterization, in a pair of parameters s, t. The formu
las are small; the only computation required is that of find
ing a point (a , b, c, d) on the homogeneous conic. There are 
four choices of transformations, one to cancel each squared 
term. A corresponding error analysis holds. For instance, 
if the W2 term is cancelled using an approximate (affine) 
point (a , b, c), then the output parameterization will satisfy 
1(13(5, t), yes, t), z(s, t)) - I(a, b, c) = 0, i.e., the original 
input equation perturbed in the constant coefficient. 
This raises an important point. In general, a parametric curve of 
degree n corresponds to a curve of algebraic (implicit) degree 
n, but a parametric surface of degree n may correspond to 
a surface of algebraic degree up to n 2

. Thus when using 
approximations in a parameterization, one might legitimately 
question whether the algebraic degree of the output is the same 
as that of the input. In the case of quadrics (n = 2), it would 
be unpleasant if a parameterization algorithm could actually 
output a cubic or quartic surface. Fortunately, the error analysis 
above allows us to answer this question in the negative, since a 
set of rational parametric equations of a surface satisfy a unique 
irreducible algebraic surface. 
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Figure 2: Quadrics Perturbed in the Constant Coefficient 

Geometric Error Bounds: Quadrics 

As for conics, there is a quadric discriminant. The sign of the 
discriminant, among other quantities, distinguishes amongst 
the various quadric surfaces. Essentially, perturbing the con
stant coefficient preserves the center and orientation, although 
the quadric could degenerate from a hyperboloid of one sheet 
to a cone to a double-sheeted hyperboloid (see Figure 2). Per
turbing the highest order coefficients could cause an ellipsoid 
to change to a cylinder to a one-sheeted hyperboloid, for ex
ample, in addition to changing its orientation and center (Fig
ure 3). Since the geometric errors find their extrema along the 
axes when the center and orientation are fixed, we can bound 
the errors easily in this case. We simply state the results, for 
brevity. Vital information regarding quadrics was taken from 
[20]. 
Let two quadrics that differ only in their constant coefficient 
be given. Generalizing the notation from the conic case, let 
d"" dy , dz be the distances from the origin to the unperturbed 
conic (some may not be finite). Given a number f > 0 that 
also satisfies f < min(dx , dy , dz ), and a difference in the con
stant coefficients of a quantity 8, if the geometric perturbations 

P""Py,pz are to satisfy 

then it suffices to choose 8 such that 

where expressions for Ai are the roots of a cubic polynomial 
I/l(A) whose coefficients are expressions in the coefficients of 
the quadrics. From data in [20], the quadric can be put in 
standard form in terms of the roots of I/l(A), allowing the the 
quantities dx , dy , dz to be efficiently calculated. We omit the 
details here. 

Only considering real values of d"" dy , dz , then, we can bound 
the geometric error for a quadric due to approximate parame
terization. 
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Figure 3: Quadrics Perturbed in the Higher Order Coefficients 

Singular Cubic Curves 

For an irreducible, singular cubic plane curve, a parameter

ization algorithm is given in [2], which we analyze. While 

output formulas exist for this case, they are unwieldy, and in

stead we show how they can be derived, and the error in the 

parameterization. 

INPUT. A cubic plane curve given by the cubic equation 

f(x,y) = aJOy3+a2Ixy2+a20y2+a12x2y+allxy+aIOY+ 
a03x3 + a02x2 + aOlx + aoo = O. 
OUTPUT Rational functions (x (i), yet)) of degree at most 

four, such that f( x(t), yet)) = o. 
ALGORITHM. As in the conic case, the curve is transformed 

into a birationally equivalent one that is readily parameteriz
able. Several transformations are used. The steps are detailed 
below. If the cubic has a zero x3 or y3 term, the first step is 
omitted, otherwise the first step cancels y3. The computation 

is symmetric with respect to x. 
1. Apply a transformation that removes the y3 term of f. This 

can be done via the linear transformation x = xI+gYI,Y = YI. 
When applied to the cubic equation f(x ,y) = 0, this yields 

a new cubic curve with equation h(xI , y!) = 0 = f(xI + 
gYI,Y!) = L(g)Y~+h(xI , YI)whereL(g) = a03g3+aI2l+ 
a21g + a30. Choose g to be a root of L, i.e. L(g) = O. Then 
the subexpression L(g)y? must vanish, so we only need to 

parameterize the curve h(xI , YI) = 0 

2. Parameterize the cubic with equation h( x I, YI) = 0, which 
has no y~ term, by transforming it into a transformed into a 
quadratic curve. h is of the form 

where gl,g2,g3 have degrees equal to their subscripts. The 

discriminant of h (with respect to YI) is simply g4(X!) = 
g2(XI)2_4gl(XI)g3(X!). Itcan be shown thatg4(x!) must have 
a mUltiple root of the original cubic is singular, as assumed. 

By performing the following substitution 

Y2 = 2g l YI + g2 ( 6) 
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we have 

4giyi + 4glg2YI + 4glg3 
(2gIYI + g2)2 - (gi - 4glg3) 
yi - g4 

(7) 

Note that g4(X!) is a polynomial in XI of degree at most four. 

The curve is singular (and hence rational) if and only if g4(XI) 
has a multiple root. This repeated root can be real or com

plex; only the real case is considered. Now for any num

ber r , expand the polynomial g4(Xl) in a Taylor series at r: 
4 gU)(r ) . 

g4(Xl) = L;=o ~(XI - r)l. The terms of order higher 
than 4 are identically zero, g4 being a polynomial of degree 4. 

Collecting coefficients of (x I - r? yields 

where g2(X!) is of degree two. Now apply the substitution 

Y3 = Yz/(XI - r) together with (8) into the right-hand side of 
(5); this leads to 

4gl/1 = yi - g4(Xl) 
= (Yi - g2(XI))(XI - r? + g~(r)(xI - r) + g4(r) (9) 
= h(xI, Y3) 

Chooser to be a multiple root of g4( xl): then g4( r) = g~(r) = 
0, and the subexpression g~( r )(XI - r) + g4(r) must vanish. 

Therefore, to parameterize h(xI, Y3) we can simply param

eterize the conic curve corresponding to the quadratic factor 

C(XI,Y3) = y~ - g2(Xl) = O. 
3. Parameterize the conic with equation C( XI , Y3) = 0 using 
the methods of the previous section. This yields a pair of 

rational functions (XI(t), Y3(t)) that satisfy C(XI(t) , Y3(t)) = 
O. Applying all the transformations in reverse yields one for 

the input cubic. 
The cubic parameterization calls for computing a root g of 
the cubic polynomial L(g), a multiple root r of the quartic 

polynomialg4(x!), and a parameterization (XI(t), Y3(t)) of the 

conic with equation C(XI, Y3) = O. Assuming, say, that the 
third conic transformation section was used, a pair of algebraic 
numbers (b, c) need to be computed. 

Backward Error Analysis: Singular Cubics 

If all computations were exact, i.e. L(g) = 0, 94(r) = 0, and 

C(XI (t) , Y3(t)) = 0, then the output will be correct. However, 
one may need to use approximations ij, l' and (b , c), which will 

lead to an approximate output parameterization (x(t), yet)). 
In this case one must measure the error incurred. Once again, 

a backward error analysis will be performed, beginning with 
back-substitution. 

LEMMA. The output parameterization will satisfy the implicit 

equation 

f(x , y) - L(ij)y3_ 
C(b, c)(x - ijy - 7')2 + 9~(1')( X - ijy - 7') + g4(1') = 0 

4gl (x - ijy ) 
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PROOF. Given the approximate output parameter functions 
(x(t) , y(t)), we compute !(x(t), y(t)). The subscript (t) is 
dropped for convenience. Then! (x, y) = ! (x I + qYI, YI) = 
L(q)y? + h(XI , YI). 
Applying transformations in reverse and performing some al
gebraic manipulation, we find that 

_ _ _ yi.-g2(XI) yl-g4(XI) 
h(XI , yl) = h(XI, 2 (~-) ) = 4 (-) 

gl':1.xI gl XI 
(Y3 Z 

- q2(XI))(XI - 1') + g~(f)(xI - f) + g4(f) 
4g l (xI) 

Now C(X-I(t), Y3(t)) = yl- qz(xl), and since we assumed 
that the third conic transformation was used to parameterize C, 
it follows that there is a point (h, c) such that C( XI (t), Y3(t)) = 
C(b, c) . The lemma follows by substituting and expanding 
previous identities. 0 

If the values q.T, h, c are exact, then L(q) = g4( f) = gH1') = 
C(b, c) = 0, and it is clear that the parametric output curve 
coincides with the implicit input curve. 
However, if the values are not exact, the output curve differs 
from the input curve. The coefficient perturbations are now 
present in many terms, not just one. 

Exact Solutions: Singular Cubics 

Finally, we show that in some cases, algebraic number com
putation is unnecessary for exact rational parameterization. A 
fact that appears to be known in Diophantine analysis is that 
a rational cubic curve with rational coefficients has a rational 
singular point. I This was apparently not well-known in the 
geometric modeJing community; it is mentioned in a book on 
Diophantine equations «(14]). 
Every rational cu bie has a singular point. It is well-known (see, 
e.g. [21] for details) that such a cubic can be parameterized by 
a pencil of lines through the singularity, which then intersect 
the cubic at exactly one other point. The coordinates of the 
latter point parameterized by the slope of the line give parame
ter functions for the cubic curve. The parameter functions are 
given as closed form formulas in the parameter t, the coeffi
cients of the curve, and the coordinates (b, c) of the singularity, 
as shown below: 

X(t) =a3{)bt3 -(3a3{)c+a20)P-
(2azlc + al2b + all)t - (2aoob + a12c + a02) 

Y(t) = -((2a3{)c + azlb + a20)t3+ 
(azlc + 2alzb + all)tZ + (3aoob + a02)t - aooc) 

W( t) = a30t3 + aZI tZ + al2t + aoo 

Therefore, if extended precision rational arithmetic is allowed, 
one can theoretically parameterize an irreducible rational cubic 
curve without error ahd without algebraic number computation, 
by computing the singular point exactly, and substituting the 
coordinates in the above formula. One way to compute the 
singularity rationally is as follows. 

I We are grateful to Allan Adler for alerting us to this fact. 
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Figure 4: Exact and Perturbed Singular Cubics 

An affine singular point is found as a solution to the system 

ofequations!(x,y) = !",(x,y) = !y(x,y) = O. The x
coordinate of this solution will be a multiple rational root of the 
degree six polynomialp(x) = resultant(f(x, y) , !",(x, y), y). 
The rational roots of a polynomial can be computed by apply
ing the algorithm in «(13]). The resultant is computed using a 
subresultantremainder sequence; this may then be used to com
pute the y-coordinate «(4]). Each (x , y) pair found this way 
can be tested whether it additionally satisfies !",(x, y) = 0; 
only one pair will satisfy the test. 

Extensions 

We have reformulated algorithms for rational parameteriza
tions in a finite precision domain. Algebraic numbers are 
approximated by rationals to produce an approximate parame
terization of an implicit curve or surface. For each method, we 
isolated the error due to the algebraic number approximation. 
The error formulas have useful geometric interpretations, some 
examples of which were given. In ongoing research, we find 
that the parameterization algorithms are quite stable. For in
stance, monoid parameterizations depend on the computation 
of the singular point (b, c) of a monoid curve. If a rational 
approximation (h, c) is calculated instead, we show that the 
monoid algorithm can be formulated so that the approximate 
output parametric curve will have a singularity at (h , c). In 
general, if a point is computed for a parameterization (conic, 
quadric, monoidal curve or surface), we show that the approx
imate point and the approximate output mimic the relationship 
of the exact point and the (exact) input (see Figure 4). 

The method of rederiving the algorithms to work properly in 
finite precision arithmetic works well for parameterization. In 
fact, we have been able to generate a formula to parameterize a 
cubic surface, in terms of its coefficients and certain algebraic 
numbers derived from them [15]. The rational parametric equa
tions derived are of the fourth degree, comparable to [2], [18]. 
Our algorithms will always succeed in producing output of the 
right degree when approximations are used. A straightforward 
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MACSYMA implementations of [2] fails in this case. This 
is because such algorithms require rational simplification of 
multivariate expressions, whereas simple divisibility proper
ties are destroyed by small numerical perturbations, leading to 
intermediate and output expression swell. 
While the general formula is very large, it is easily implemented 
in common programming languages and we expect it to be 

highly efficient. Furthermore, by specializing certain quantities 
in the formula, we hope to derive parameterization fonnulas 
for various families of cubic surfaces, and build a menagerie 
of controllable dual form surfaces. 
Finally, we have only considered these problems in a rational 
arithmetic setting (extended and finite precision). However, 
having reduced the parameterization algorithms to simple for
mulas involving only additions and multiplications, we would 
like to experiment with them in the floating point realm, also. 
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